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ASH response to Lambeth Council 

On 24 June, 2016 the following text (reproduced here in red) was posted on 
Lambeth council’s website by Fiona Cliffe, the Capital Programme Manager for the 
Central Hill estate regeneration scheme.1 Although the text was about the design 
proposals we had presented to Ms. Cliffe the previous month, ASH was not notified 
of its publication, or asked to respond – which we did, nonetheless, on our own 
website as follows.

‘Following the February 2016 Resident Engagement Panel (REP) meeting, the 
Council has sort (sic) to establish a constructive dialogue with Architects for Social 
Housing (ASH) so their proposals for Central Hill could be considered. 

‘The Council has now had the chance to review the ASH proposal and this report 
sets out a summary of the Council’s findings.’ 

Architects for Social Housing undertook to produce an architectural proposal 
for The Alternative to Demolition of Central Hill estate pro bono publico and 
with limited financial resources. Lambeth council did not provide us with a brief, 
a housing needs survey, a measured survey of the existing estate, a consultant 
team, a criteria for deliverables, and of course we have received no payment. Not 
a single member of Lambeth council, including the Cabinet Member for Housing 
and Ward Councillor for Crystal Palace, attended ASH’s formal presentation of our 
proposals: not when we presented to the Central Hill community in February 2016; 
nor again when we presented to the Residents Engagement Panel in May 2016. 
Instead, with the backing of PRP Architects, Lambeth council publicly dismissed 
our design proposals even before they were published; and they continue to refuse 
to answer our Freedom of Information request to see their viability assessment of 
our proposal nearly 2 years after it was first issued (see Chapter 4).2 So Lambeth 
council’s ‘dialogue’ with us has been anything but ‘constructive’; on the contrary, 
it has been unrelentingly negative, dismissive and obstructive. Finally, as further 
evidence of their unwillingness to engage in ‘constructive dialogue’, Lambeth 

council did not invite ASH to discuss the issues they raise in their report, or to 
present our responses, which we are, therefore, publishing here.

1. Process of Evaluation 
‘The evaluation carried out by the Council is based on three key considerations:
 
• ‘The deliverability of the proposed design when assessed against basic design, 

structural and planning principles; 
• ‘The feasibility of delivering the proposals within the financial constraints the 

Council finds itself in, and; 
• ‘The ability of Lambeth to fund the refurbishment costs for the 456 tenanted and 

leasehold homes on Central Hill and the value for money of this investment.’ 

The intention of ASH’s design proposal is to illustrate that there are alternatives 
to demolition that need to be explored for reasons that we have laid out in our 
critique of Lambeth council’s Criteria for Demolition (see chapter 2), which relate 
to the social and environmental costs of demolition and redevelopment, and which 
both Lambeth council and PRP Architects have failed adequately to consider. The 
comments from Lambeth council that follow in their report, and which they have 
published on their website, demonstrate their unwillingness to explore the proposals 
ASH has put forward in a constructive way, and their desire to dismiss them as 
quickly and quietly as possible based on fabricated figures, withheld information, 
inaccurate assessments, false claims and deliberate misunderstandings. The point 
of our commentary is to point out only the most glaring of these, which raise serious 
doubts about the integrity of the councillors making decisions about the homes 
and lives of thousands of Lambeth borough residents.
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2. Deliverability of ASH Proposals 

2.1. Design and Planning
 
‘The 250 ‘new build’ homes would be subject to local planning requirements and 
this would require at least 40% of the new homes to be affordable.’ 

‘The planning requirements set out a certain mix of property sizes (i.e. 1 beds, 2 
beds, 3 beds etc.) and at present the ASH proposal provides too many 1-bedroom 
homes and not enough family sized homes.’ 

This is factually inaccurate. In fact, ASH’s design proposal, including the retained 
existing homes, has a better mix of homes than Option D in PRP Architects’ 
scheme, which was presented to the residents earlier this year. As a result of 
ASH’s refurbishment and infill proposal 44 per cent of Central Hill estate, would be 
made up of 3-bedroom homes or more, while only 29 per cent of PRP Architects’ 
redevelopment scheme provide 3-bedroom homes or more (see diagram below). 

‘An initial commentary given by architects, planners, building control and general 
views were provided to ASH on 14 April 2016 and the Council’s urban designers, 
PRP, have further reviewed the proposals submitted by ASH and the commentary 
below summarises the key issues identified in the review: 

• ‘Buildings over four storeys in height will require lift access and therefore where 
you have buildings in excess of four storeys in the ASH proposal new lift access 
will need to be provided. This will have both design and cost considerations 
which the ASH proposal has not undertaken.’ 

Every new infill building in the ASH proposal over 4 storeys in height can easily 
accommodate lifts. Where new homes are entered above the fourth floor on the 
roof extensions to the 1-bedroom flats (Site 15 in our proposal) we have now 
shown that, if necessary, lifts can be provided. We understand that, although it is 
desirable that floors at the fourth level and below be accessed by a lift, in mitigating 
circumstances the lift can be omitted according to the Minor Alterations to the 
London Plan (MALP): 

‘3.48A. As set out in Approved Document M of the Building Regulations – Volume 1: 
Dwellings, to comply with requirement M4 (2), step-free access must be provided. 
Generally this will require a lift where a dwelling is accessed above or below the 
entrance storey. The application of requirement M4 (2) has particular implications for 
blocks of four storeys or less, where historically the London Plan has not required 
lifts. Boroughs should seek to ensure that dwellings accessed above or below the 
entrance storey in buildings of four storeys or less have step-free access. However, 
for these types of buildings this requirement may be subject to development-specific 
viability assessments and consideration should be given to the implication of ongoing 
maintenance costs on the affordability of service charges for residents. Where such 
assessments demonstrate that the inclusion of a lift would make the scheme unviable 
or mean that service charges are not affordable for intended residents, the units above 
or below the ground floor that cannot provide step free access would only need to 
satisfy the requirements of M4(1) of the Building Regulations.’3
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This exception potentially includes any buildings that are entered at the fourth 
floor but for whom lifts would be prohibitively expensive. As they have done with 
the prohibitively expensive Lambeth Homes Standard (see Chapter 2), imposing 
this requirement at the cost of what can be afforded by the existing residents is 
another indicator of Lambeth council’s desire to evict residents from their homes 
under the guise of ‘improving’ them. If it’s a choice between walking up four flights 
of stairs to their homes and being moved four miles away from their homes, we 
believe residents will choose the former. For disabled, elderly, or those with small 
children who are unable to ascend or descend the stairs, there is a wide range of 
alternatives provided within our proposal. 

• ‘The location of the tall buildings is not seen as appropriate and would have a 
difficult relationship both with the existing Victorian buildings and the retained 
low-rise blocks of Central Hill.’ 

In the absence of any clear designation, it is not clear which ‘tall buildings’ this 
comment is referring to. However, building new buildings next to existing ones 
will inevitably create new relationships between the new and existing buildings. 
This is the nature of building in cities. Good design should mean this is not a 
problem but an opportunity. Cities are not homogeneous places. The distinctive 
character of Crystal Palace is rooted in the eclectic mix of architectural styles. 
The area has evolved since the citing of The Crystal Palace, and includes 4- and 
5-storey converted Victorian mansions, 2-storey dwellings west of Roman Rise, 
and 5-8-storey blocks of 1960s flats on the south side of Central Hill. The ground-
breaking and award-winning architecture of Central Hill estate is a key element 
in the history of the area. A palimpsest of different styles built up over time is 
what makes cities exciting, vibrant and interesting, the sites of cumulative memory. 
ASH’s proposal celebrates the existing architecture and community, while also 
offering the potential for new homes. There is no reason why the design of the new 
buildings cannot be sensitive to the existing context.

• ‘A minimum 10% of units are required to be wheelchair-accessible or easily 
adaptable for residents who are wheelchair users.’ 

ASH’s plans provide a minimum of 11 per cent new flats with wheelchair access, with 
the potential for considerably more if necessary (see Area Schedule overleaf). All 
our new infill blocks over 4 floors high are provided with lifts, and can accommodate 
as many wheelchair-accessible flats as are required, so this is not an issue but a 
careless or deliberate misreading of our proposal. 

• ‘Proposed external staircase for access to upper level roof extensions block the 
existing north-south public access routes and cannot be built whilst retaining 
the required access on the public stairs.’ 

Although the proposed access to upper floors does in some places conflict with 
existing routes, this does not have significant implications for the existing estate, as 
there are always alternative routes through the estate. Where it is possible, we have 
designed the access stair to allow access beneath or alongside these new access 
points. Once again, we believe that the eviction of residents from their homes is 
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considerably more disruptive than the alteration of a few routes through the estate.  

• ‘The thickness of the walls as shown are not consistent and are generally 
insufficient to achieve compliance with Approved Building Regulations, Part L 
requirements. This is important, as when these are corrected it will require the 
buildings to increase in size, which will also increase the cost.’ 

ASH’s proposal is a feasibility exercise, and was based on an Ordnance Survey 
map at 1:500 scale, so quibbling over this level of detail has very little meaning. All 
external walls on our designs have been shown at 400mm or in some cases 350mm, 
and it is perfectly possible to achieve part L requirement with these dimensions, 
depending on wall construction. ASH has not been provided with a more accurate 
survey by Lambeth council, so more detailed drawings at this stage would have 
little purpose. This comment illustrates a persistent desire for a level of detail that is 
unnecessary at this stage of design, and indicates the council’s desire to fabricate 
reasons for rejecting ASH’s proposal. However, in the spirit of co-operation, we 
have answered every one of the points raised in PRP’s Design Compliance Risk 
Assessment (see Appendix 3).

• ‘Roof extensions and infill elements create Daylight and Sunlight issues.’ 

All new buildings will, by definition, have an effect on the existing environment, 
some more than others. It has not been demonstrated that our designs contravene 
residents’ Right to Light. If they do, this can be mitigated as part of the ongoing 
design process. Once again, we firmly believe that the existing residents will have 
access to better amenities in their current homes within the ASH scheme than if 
their homes are demolished as part of Lambeth council’s redevelopment proposal. 

• ‘There is a concern that in order to integrate the new homes above existing 
homes you would need to run services through existing properties.’ 

There are plenty of options to deal with services at a detail design stage. Again, we 
have been provided with no detailed services drawings or surveys, so are unable to 

CENTRAL HILL Accomodation Area 
Schedule

SITE DESCRIPTION
NO. 

STOREYS 
(average)

AREA 
(gross)

NO. 
HOMES

AVERAGE 
AREA PER 

HOME
UNITS ACCESS % WAU no.  

WAU

CYCLE 
PRO-

VISION

WASTE 
PROVISION

INFILL PER 
FLOOR TOTAL

1B1
P

1B2
P

2B3
P

2B4
P

3B4
P

3B5
P

3B6
P

4B8
P

1

1-2 storey of existing boiler 
house refurbished for 
community/ commercial 
workshop use

2 323 646 workspace + bin / cycle 
storage OR GF parking

1a 2 storeys residential over 
parking 3 105 315 3 105 3

1 no 3 bed flats over parking 
+ 2 no 3 bed maisonettes 
over

stair 4
420L refuse / 

330L 
recycling

1b 6.5 stories of residential 6.5 353 2295 27 85 2 1 12 5 7
5 no 3B5P + 1 no 1B2P WAU 
+ 18 no 2B4P + 2 no 2B4P 
WAU

double(fire) lift 
and stair core 11% 3

39 
required 

for 
accomoda
tion / 80 
provided 

to inc. 
commerci

al

2220L refuse 
/ 1260L 

recycling

2

Existing community centre 
demolished. New 
communal green / play 
spaces

3 4 storey block flats over 
maisonettes 4 403 1612 6 70 4 2 2 no 4 bed 6p houses+ 4 no 

2 bed 4 p flats over stair access 50
640L refuse / 
440L 
recycling

4 community facilities 
reprovided 1 750

Housing Office re-provided 
at Ground Floor 1 270

4 5-6 storey block 5 300 1500 18 83 2 10 3 4
3 no 3 B5p+ 3 no 2 B4p 
WAU+ 8 no 2p4p+ 5 no 3bed 
4p +2 no 2B3P WAU

double lift and 
stair with deck 
access

22% 4
2400L refuse 
/ 1080L 
recycling

4a 4-5 storey block above 
above Housing Office 4.5 207 932 9 104 6 3 5 no 2B4P flats + 3 no3B5P 

flats +1no  2 bed 4P WAU)

double lift and 
stair with deck 
access

11% 1 22
1010L refuse 
/ 715L 
recycling

5 7 storey block 7 150 1050 14 85 3 11 11 no 3 p 6 p + 3  no 2B4P 
WAU flats

double lift and 
stair core 21% 3 28

2220L refuse 
/ 840L 
recycling

6 3 storey block 3 250 750 8 80 1 2 5

WAU on upper ground. 
Maisonettes over   5 no 
3B4P maisonettes +1 no 
1B2P flats + 2no 2 B4p WAU

Ramps and 
stair access 25% 2 13

720L refuse / 
440L 
recycling

7 3 storey block 3 300 900 9 100 2 7

WAU on upper ground. 
Maisonettes over  6 no 3B4P 
maisonettes + 2 no 2b4P 
WAU+1 no 3bed 4p flats

ramp and  stair 
access 22% 2 16

810L refuse / 
495L 
recycling

8 3 storey  block 3 300 900 9 100 6 3

Flats on upper ground. 
Maisonettes over - 6 no 
3B4P maisonettes + 3 no 3 
bed 5p

Ramp and  stair 
access 0% 0 16

960L refuse / 
660L 
recycling

9 3 storey  block 3 300 900 9 100 8 1

WAU on upper ground. 
Maisonettes over  6 no 2B4P 
maisonettes + 2 no 2B4p 
WAU+1 no 3bed 5p  flats

Ramp and stair 
access 22% 2 16

860L refuse / 
550L 
recycling

10
5-7 storey corner block 
with communal gardens (+ 
hostel)

6.5 410 2700 26 83 4 10 7 4 1

4 no 1B2P + 4 no 2B4P 
accessible maisonette + 6 
no 2B4P maisonette + 1 no 
3B4P WAU + 6 no 3B4P 
maisonette + 1 no 3B5P flat 
+ 3 no 3B5P maisonette +1 
no 3B6P flat 

double lift and 
stair with deck 
access

19% 5 43
3600L refuse 
/ 1560L 
recycling

11 small block of maisonettes 2 165 330 3 83 3 3 no 2B4P maisonettes 4
180L refuse / 
110L 
recycling

12 3 stories of flats over 
parking 4 185 740 3 70 3 3 no 2B4P flats stair 6

270L refuse / 
165L 
recycling

13 2 storey block in garden of 
pear tree house 2 100 200 2 83 2 2 no 2B4P maisonettes 4 180L refuse / 

110L 

18 4 storey block adjacent to 
existing block (+ 1-2 floors 4 160 640 8 50 9 9 no 1B2P flats (8 in new 

block + 3 on top of  existing 
lift and stair with 
top-storey deck 9 810L refuse / 

495L 

SUB 
TOTAL 151

ROOF EXTENSIONS

15 single storey lightweight 
prefab craned on top

1 555 2220 31 60 19 8 4

19no 1B2P+ 8no 2B4P+ 4 no 
3B4P (OR 45 sqm I person ' 
pocket' flats = an additional 
12 flats)

lift with deck 
access and 
existing  stair 
extended 46

4140L refuse 
/ 2530L 
recycling

16
1 (possibly 2) storey 
lightweight prefab craned on 
top 2 41 1804 22 83 2 14 4 2

range of 1, 2, 3 bed flats or 
maisonettes

stair with deck 
access 44

1980L refuse 
/ 1210L 
recycling

sub total 204

HOSTEL 
REPROVIDED -8

TOTAL 19472 196 99 2 49 3 77 37 24 12 2 11% 22

Area Schedule
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make any assumptions. Building on top of existing homes, however, is a common 
solution to the densification of London, and the concerns raised are inconsistent 
with its use in contemporary housing. 

• ‘There is a concern over the weight of the new homes above existing homes 
and whether the existing homes could take the additional load.’ 

At our request, Arup Engineers have already carried out a preliminary desktop study 
to show that a single-storey extension is likely to be acceptable. Lambeth council, 
however, have refused to appoint an engineer to follow up this study. This is a 
further example of the council demonstrating that it has no interest in establishing 
the genuine viability of our proposal. 

• ‘Without further detailed design solutions it cannot be determined whether 
the above issues can be resolved. However, even if resolved the physical 
deliverability of ASH’s proposals need to be considered against 2 & 3 below.’ 

If Lambeth council were genuinely interested in exploring whether or not these 
issues can be resolved in order to produce a viable alternative to demolition, they 
would commission the necessary work to be done. That they have chosen not to 
do so demonstrates their desire to dismiss any alternatives to demolition out of 
hand. 

2.2. Financial Feasibility 

‘The Council undertook a financial appraisal of the ASH proposal and this is found 
in Appendix 3. Where available the Council has used cost information provided by 
ASH; where this was unavailable the Council provided the financial assumptions.

‘The financial appraisal for the 250 new build homes shows a negative Net Present 
Value of £6.6m. This means that the money generated through the combined rents 
of the private homes and Council rent homes is insufficient to pay for the costs 
of building the new homes. The Council would therefore need to find additional 

money to make the ASH proposal achieve a break even position.

‘This also means that there is no additional money generated by the 250 new 
homes and therefore there is no money generated to pay for the refurbishment of 
the existing homes on Central Hill.

‘The Council could not therefore recommend this as a deliverable option.

The mathematical calculations that ASH was provided with are, in fact, inaccurate 
and incorrect, and so cannot be used as the basis for assessing the viability of 
our proposals. Taking as an example this excerpt (see overleaf) from the viability 
assessment for our proposal produced for Lambeth council by Airey Miller 
Construction Management, it can be seen that the assessment relates to one 
of our infill sites (Site 1) on which ASH has proposed building 30 new flats. The 
number of dwellings proposed is clearly indicated in the top line of the table as 30. 
As we go down the page, the chart at the bottom identifies the percentage of flats 
that will be for, respectively, private and council rent, the total percentage of which 
therefore needs to add up to 100 per cent, with the total number of flats coming to 
the 30 indicated. However, as we can see, only 1 flat for private rent out of the 30 
has been accounted for, with 12 for council rent, a total of only 13 new flats. Where, 
then, have the other 17 private flats gone? Presumably the income from the rent 
of these private flats has not been added to the overall income from this building, 
so it’s no surprise that this site have been shown, as a result, to be ‘unviable’, with 
a negative pre-finance net present value (NPV). Is this simply a sloppy error by 
Lambeth council, or a deliberate attempt to make our proposals ‘unviable’? 

We have to assume the latter, because on top of these basic mathematical errors 
that we know of, ASH has not been provided with the assumptions on which these 
calculations were based. We have been informed by the Independent Advisors 
on the Residents Engagement Panel, however, that these are different from the 
assumptions on which PRP Architects’ initial viability assessment was based. 
ASH has made a Freedom of Information request for the calculations on which 
this appendix was based, which conflict with those used for the scheme by PRP 
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Architects, but we have been told by Lambeth council that these ‘cannot be 
provided’ (see Chapter 4). Specifically, they wrote to us that: 

‘In all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption 
outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information until the scheduled 
publication date. Therefore, the information is not provided to you.’ 

It is unclear, however, exactly what public interest is served in withholding the 
information pertaining to the viability assessment of both the ASH and PRP Architects 
schemes on Central Hill estate; but Lambeth council has refused to answer further 
questions. Again, this is another example of the way in which Lambeth council has 
sought to obstruct and dismiss our proposal. As far as we are concerned, therefore, 
the claimed ‘unviability’ of the ASH proposal has in no respect been established, 
and we have no confidence in the assessment that Lambeth council has provided. 

2.3. Investment Requirement for Central Hill 

‘To reiterate the point above, as it is such a fundamental one, the ASH proposal 
does not address the issue of how to fund the costs to refurbish the 456 tenanted 
and leasehold homes on Central Hill.

‘The ASH proposal would still require the Council to find the money to refurbish 
the new homes from existing budgets as the ASH proposal would not generate a 
positive receipt.’ 

In fact, there are several possibilities for funding the refurbishment of Central Hill 
estate, such as forming a Tenant Management Organisation, or transferring the 
ownership of the estate to the residents, who can then borrow money against it to 
build the ASH proposal. Neither, however, has been explored by Lambeth council. 
We have not seen Lambeth council undertake any explorations into alternative 
funding strategies – which, once again, demonstrates an unwillingness on their 
part genuinely to explore all the options open to the Central Hill community. 
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3. Other Considerations

‘As raised in the commentary on ASH’s initial proposals, there are potential issues 
with building over leasehold homes – all blocks have leasehold interests. Under the 
leases Lambeth reserves the right to build on adjacent land but does not reserve 
the right to alter the building in which the flats are contained. Potentially, the 
‘enjoyment’ of other residents on the estate can be obstructed or interfered with 
and so they would have the right to object. The service charging and maintenance 
issues between Homes for Lambeth and the HRA will be complex.’ 

Building on top of leaseholders’ homes is, in fact, standard practice in other London 
boroughs, so it’s clearly not a fundamental problem. For example, as part of their 
‘Hidden Homes’ project, Wandsworth council has built new homes on top of 
Abbott House in Balham. Plenty of the existing homes are owned by leaseholders, 
as can been seen from the sale records of the flats, and it is our understanding 
that Lambeth council did, in fact, explore the possibility of building new homes on 
top of the existing homes on the Hemans estate. Is Lambeth council now saying 
that it has different leasehold agreements with Central Hill residents than with 
leaseholders on the Hemans estate? 

In March of this year the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government 
proposed changes to the National Planning Policy Framework that would make it 
easier to add up to 2 storeys to an existing building, as well as floating the idea that 
exemptions from planning permission should apply to rooftop extensions. RCKa 
Architects is currently working on a scheme to add 2 additional stories to a 1970s 
housing estate in Golders Green; and at the start of this year Southwark council 
granted planning permission for 200 council homes on the top of three existing 
blocks in the borough.4

As to the ‘enjoyment’ of existing tenants, it is far more likely to be ‘obstructed’ or 
‘interfered’ with as a result of a full demolition scheme than by some additional 
housing. Following their demolition, residents will not be able to ‘enjoy’ their existing 

homes and amenity spaces at all. Even if they are able to afford to return to the estate 
– which is highly unlikely given that the projected prices for their replacements are 
on average four times what residents have been offered in compensation for their 
demolished homes – the amenities proposed as part of PRP Architects’ scheme 
would be considerably less than they currently enjoy. With adequate resources, 
ASH is quite capable of ensuring that no Rights to Light are infringed upon. 

As to the complexity of service charging: again, we recommend that Lambeth 
council look at other councils that are doing exactly this. The fact that it is ‘complex’ 
should not be a reason to demolish an entire estate, unless Lambeth council is 
claiming a lack of competency.

 
4. Conclusions 
‘Lambeth’s key priority is to build “More and Better Homes” and so any proposal 
has to look at how many additional homes can be delivered – specifically affordable 
homes, and also how it can deliver investment to the Lambeth Homes Standard for 
the retained Lambeth stock.

‘The proposal by ASH would be challenging to deliver in light of the constraints 
highlighted above, in particular in building above existing homes, and the Council 
considers a more realistic and achievable figure would be 128 new homes.’ 

The council has not provided any evidence of how they have arrived at this new figure 
of 128 homes, nor illustrated that they have tried to mitigate any of the constraints 
highlighted, most of which are due to the constraints of their understanding and 
sincerity in considering them. 

‘The financial assessment of the costs given by ASH and income for the development 
of 250 homes shows a negative net present value of –£6.6m. As such the proposal 
is not feasible to be developed.’ 
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ASH disputes this figure, which once again has been produced from thin air. We 
have not seen any accurate figures for its calculation, or the assumptions by which 
these figures were reached. To reiterate what we said above: the only figures ASH 
has been provided with are mathematically incorrect, and therefore cannot be 
trusted. 

‘The ASH proposal will not generate any surplus money to fund the refurbishment of 
the existing homes and so residents will see no benefit other than the development 
of 250 new homes on their estate.’ 

We do not believe, or accept, that this is correct, as we do not have confidence 
in the viability assessment produced. In order for us to assess the veracity of 
Lambeth council’s viability assessment, we need to see it and have it independently 
assessed. As we have said, though, Lambeth council has refused to provide us 
with this assessment. Readers may come to their own conclusions as to why not. 

‘In light of the assessment the Council cannot recommend the ASH proposal as 
a deliverable option and it will not be considered as part of the consultation with 
Lambeth tenants, leaseholders and freeholders on Central Hill.’ 

Contrary to their report, ASH is convinced, and can show to anyone willing to attend 
our presentations – as Lambeth council is not – that our Alternative to Demolition 
scheme is the most socially, environmentally and financially viable future for Central 
Hill estate. We reiterate that our designs are part of a feasibility study, and can be 
developed in further consultation with residents to meet their needs, rather than 
the investment opportunities of property speculators on London’s housing market. 

Finally, before ASH is asked to defend its proposals against the fabricated and 
disingenuous appraisals of a report such as this, Lambeth council has a duty to 
the residents of Central Hill estate to answer the many questions about the social, 
financial and environmental costs of their proposed redevelopment scheme, 
which we have outlined in our commentary on the council’s own Criteria for Estate 
Demolition (see Chapter 2). 
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